2021-Bizau-Zusatz

July 31st - Aug 6th, 2021: Tango Holiday to Bregenz
Forest/Austria - additional date!
Tango classes with Fausto Carpino & Stephanie Fesneau
260qm dance floor with perfect parquet floor
Recreation and Tango in the beautiful landscape of the Bregenzer Wald in Austria
Culinary highlighs in the Bio-Hotel "Schwanen"

Reisebeschreibung
A summer tango holiday in the mountains of the "Bregenzer Wald" in Austria with Fausto Carpino &
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Stephanie Fesneau: not only fantastic tango classes to enjoy but also the chance for walks and excursions
in the magnificent landscape that nature has kindly provided. The Bregenzer Wald landscapes are balsam
for the eye – and the soul. A shapely combination of gently undulating hills, expansive plateaux, romantic
river valleys, and impressive peaks – ideal for active people and lovers of nature. Included in the price is
the "Bregenzer Wald Card", which entitles you to free use of cable cars, swimming pools and public
transport in the Bregenzerwald.
We are very pleased, that again Fausto Carpino & Stephanie Fesneau from Italy will teach at Bregenzer
Wald at this additional date. You will be delighted by their refreshing pleasant nature and didactically
well-structured teaching. The courses take place either in the morning or late afternoon so that there is
sufficient time to explore the beautiful area. The lessons are taught in English.
After dinner, we continue with an intimate Milonga.
Hotel description:
Accommodation is in the Bio Hotel Schwanen in Bizau. The Hotel Schwanen is officially certified as an
organic hotel. What is outstanding is the exquisite food (14 Gault Millau Points) and the relaxed
atmosphere of the family run hotel.
We offer the "Pampering Package", which includes: a healthy revitalizing breakfast and in the evening a
4-course menu (with a choice of a vegetarian menu). The restaurant is bright and tastefully decorated and
has a lovely garden terrace where you can enjoy delicious afternoon apricot dumplings
(“Marillenknödel”) and Austrian strudel specialties.
The hotel also has a choice of varied rooms available.
The rooms in the Schwanen are classically decorated with silver fir and furnished with simple but
comfortable modern furniture by Bregenz craftsmen. The rooms differ in size and location: Schwanen I is
about 30 square meters, Schwanen II about 22-24 square meters. Both room types look towards Kanisfluh
or towards Hirschberg. The rooms Schwanen III go to the street, which is not busy at night, as Bizau is
located in a side valley. The room allocation takes place after booking, first come first serve.
Alternatively, the accommodation can be requested in well-equipped apartments. These are located about
5 minutes walk from the "Schwanen" away. The meals are taken together with the group in the hotel
"Schwanen". The travel price corresponds to the room type Schwanen II.
Arrival and departure:
Guests should aim to arrive on Saturday until 18:00 (6 pm) in the evening. The tango classes begin on
Sunday and end on Thursday.
Extra nights can be booked through Bailando Reisen.
Getting to Bizau:
Travel to Bizau is organized independently. Bizau is about 45 minutes by car or public bus service from
Bregenz/Lake Constance.
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Leistung und Preise
Price per person in € (EURO):
Room type "Swan III"
ca. 23 qm
1.020,- €
Room type "Swan II"
ca. 24 qm
1.080,- €
Room type "Swan I"
ca. 30 qm
1.140,- €
Extra days (Reservations are possible through Bailando travel)
Room type "Swan III“:
Room type "Swan II":
Room type "Swan I":

110,- € per Person/Night/half-board
120,- € pro Person/Night/half-board
130,- € pro Person/Night/half-board

Price includes:
Six nights in a double room
Breakfast and 4-course Dinner
10 hours Tango lessons and practica with Fausto Carpino and Stephanie Fesneau
Free outdoor car park
Nightly Milongas and show with Fausto & Stephanie
Travel guide Anette and Klaus Spiegel
"Bregenzer Wald Card" (free use of cable cars, swimming pools, and public transport in the
Bregenzerwald)

There is the opportunity to visit the opera "Rigoletto" from Giuseppe Verdi in Bregenz (Austria),
Bregenzer Festspiele on Wednesday, Aug 4th. Ticket price: 115,- €.
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Tango
Fausto Carpino & Stephanie Fesneau:
Fausto Carpino and Stephanie Fesneau are a young and dynamic dance couple. They live in Sicily and so
far they have taught in many countries and many Tango Festivals in the world. For the last three years,
Fausto & Stephanie teaches on our travels and we are very pleased.
Fausto and Stephanie dedicate themselves to transmitting their passion to others. They teach with
personal engagement, esprit, and charm. They believe that connection, musicality, and technique are the
keys to fully appreciate the beauty of tango. In their classes, they concentrate on how to propose oneself
to the partner in a comfortable way within the embrace, based on logic and natural movements.
There will be ten hours of workshops and practicas from Monday through Friday. There will be two
groups. Lessons will be for advanced dancers, minimum two years of dance experience.
The lessons and milongas take place in the neighboring community hall with an excellent parquet floor
and a beautiful view over the „Bizauer Moos“ (Bizauer Moss) and to the mountains.
Fausto and Stephanie teach in English.
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Anmeldung
Registration must be made in writing for a double room, see the registration form.
A minimum of 25 persons is required for the Tango holiday.
There is a deposit of 15% and the final payment must be done 5 weeks prior to departure. Payment must
be done by bank transfer.
If you have questions, do not hesitate to send an email to Anette Spiegel.
info@tango-cruise.com, or phone 0049-821 3196 570.
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